The Best Jobs in the World…
Employment Trends


Instructions

	You have been given the role of president of a new country on an isolated island.

You can only bring ten people (humans) with you to your new country.
Each of these people must stay for a minimum of ten years.
List the profession, sex, and age of the ten people that you would bring for your new society. List why you would choose these people—why would their jobs be the most important?


 

Profession	Sex (M/F)	Age		Reason for bringing this person

	______________________________________________________________


	______________________________________________________________


	______________________________________________________________


	______________________________________________________________


	______________________________________________________________


	______________________________________________________________


	______________________________________________________________


	______________________________________________________________


	______________________________________________________________


	______________________________________________________________



Marks: 		
Thinking

50—59%
60—69%
70—79%
80—100%
Shows consideration about what the most important jobs are in a society
Shows consideration about what the most important jobs are in a society with limited effectiveness
Shows consideration about what the most important jobs are in a society with moderate effectiveness
Shows consideration about what the most important jobs are in a society with considerable effectiveness
Shows consideration about what the most important jobs are in a society with a high degree of effectiveness

Pull Out Your Crystal Ball
Job Trends for the Future

The world is always changing! Be prepared to change with it!

Vocabulary Words
Trend
A direction that many people and companies are heading in at the same time (e.g., a clothing trend). A trend usually lasts for a certain amount of time, to be followed by yet another trend.
Networking
When a person builds up a number of people that he or she knows on a personal and business level. This is helpful in tapping the hidden job market. It’s also helpful if you need work done and you already know whom to call.
Outsourcing
When a company gets rid of a department (such as their call centre or cleaning staff) and then hires an outside company to look after this work for them. They may do this to save money, or because they are no longer interested in managing as many areas of the business.
Freelancing
When one person has a contract with one or more companies, but is not considered to be an employee of that company. (For instance, a freelance writer writes articles for many magazines and is paid for the article piece by piece. He or she does not get a regular paycheque from the magazines.) 
Job Sharing
When a company has one job, but lets two people take half a job each. Many women with small children have started taking this option, if it is available. 
Privatization
Selling off publicly owned (government-owned) companies (such as the Hydro Company) and selling them to privately owned companies.
Demographics
A collection of data about people (such as their ages and incomes) in a certain area. This data is used to figure out what products or services these people will need. (For instance, an older population might need a doctor close by; a younger population might prefer to be close to restaurants.)  
Job Obsolescence
When a job disappears, because it is no longer needed, often because of new technology. (For instance, there used to be elevator operators, but now that elevators don’t need to be run by a person, the job is obsolete.)
Restructuring
When a company moves around its departments, services, or products to meet the demands of changing times. 
                                                                                                     continued…
Contract Work
When a person or company agrees to do a certain job for a company, they sign a contract. This contract will last until the project is completed, or for a set amount of time, when it may be renewed. (For instance, a company may contract a web designer to make a new web page for them. Once the website is designed, the web designer will no longer work with the company.) 
Temping
Short for temporary work. This is what many people do through a Temp Agency. The agency sends employees on short-term work assignments to other companies. Perhaps an assistant is away on sick leave or a hospital is short-staffed. Temp workers will work in the job until the secretary returns to his or her job, or until the hospital can find a full-time employee. People who like to travel, and who like doing different things all the time, usually enjoy doing temp work.
Online Company
A company that does all of its business on the Internet. It may not have a real location at all. For instance, Amazon.com does not have a store—they sell books, CDs, etc., only online.
Global Marketplace
The world of business around the globe. (For instance, a company in Toronto may contract their call centre to a company in India, which may take calls from Canada, the United States, and Europe.)
Flat Company/ Organization
A company that does not have a hierarchy, as is traditional in many companies. (For example, a company may have the a webmaster, a salesperson, and an advertising person on staff. None of these people is the boss or manager of anyone else.)
Entrepreneur
A person who starts his or her own business. The entrepreneur comes up with a new idea for a product or service, then sets up a business to deliver this new product or service to people. (For instance, Mary thinks that her neighbourhood needs a coffee shop, and she is sure it would do well. So she opens one.)

Instructions

Step One
Read the vocabulary words above to help you in your research. 

Step Two
Look on the Internet to help you with your answers. You can use the words above as keywords, and look at “Human Resources Services Development Canada” or "HRSDC” for employment statistics.

Step Three (See next page.)

Complete the following chart. In the chart, check whether you think the job market will grow or disappear in the future, and why.
Occupation
Will grow in Canada
Will disappear in Canada
Reasons why I think this is true
Accountants





Actors and Actresses




Chefs





Computer Technicians




Customer Service Representatives




Farm Labourers





File Clerks





Financial Advisors





Hairdressers





Photographers





Secretaries





Sewing Machine Operators




Social Workers





Travel Agents







 
What job does not exist now, but may exist in the future? Why do you think that this may be true?

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

Marks:				
Knowledge and Understanding

50—59%
60—69%
70—79%
80—100%
Understanding of relationships between concepts of employment trends and their place in the workforce
Demonstrates limited understanding of relationships between concepts
Demonstrates some understanding of relationships between concepts
Demonstrates considerable understanding of relationships between concepts
Demonstrates thorough and insightful understanding of relationships between concepts


















Even if you choose a job in a profession that will be around for a long time, 
there will probably be changes in that job. 

If you refuse to change, you may not have the job for long! 

Stay open to learning new things for the rest of your life!


